Clinical presentation and mutational spectrum in a series of 166 patients with classical 21-hydroxylase deficiency from South China.
Classical 21-hydroxylase deficiency (21-OHD) due to mutations in the cytochrome P450 family 21 subfamily A member 2 (CYP21A2) gene is the most common type of congenital adrenal hyperplasia (CAH). In this study, we analyzed clinical and molecular data of 166 patients with classical CAH in South China. Sanger sequencing and multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA) method were used to detect mutations in these 99 salt wasting (SW) patients and 67 simple virilizing (SV) patients. Micro-conversion mutation IVS2-13A/C > G (I2G) was the most frequent mutation in both SW form (42.9%) and SV form (41.8%) in our large cohort, and large gene deletion or large gene conversion also commonly resulted in classical CAH. Rare mutations only account for 8.4% of all alleles, among them four novel variants p.S126X, p.C429X, c.1209_1210insT and c.840delG were responsible for the clinical presentations. CYP21A2 gene duplications linked to the mutation Q319X were found in our cohort, though these cases were rather rare. In this study, we provided detailed clinical data and mutation spectrum to confirm the common mutations in Chinese populations, especially in South China,which will contribute to further genetic consultation and prenatal diagnosis. Sanger sequencing combined with MLPA method could detect most mutation types in the CYP21A2 gene effectively.